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Finance Commission 

 

Introduction 

 The constitution of the Finance Commission is governed by Article 280 of the Constitution, which spells 

out, in conjunction with other provisions, the manner and modality for the management of the finances of 

the Union and the States as well as the principles for governing the divisible resources.  

 The Finance Commission transfers are made under Articles 270, 275 and 280 of the Constitution, which 

provides for sharing taxes and revenues vertically between the Centres and states and horizontally among all 

states.  

 The Finance Commission has been described as the balancing wheel in the Constitution because it is 

designed to correct the structural and inherent imbalances between the resources and the expenditure of the 

Union and the States.  

 

Fifteenth Finance Commission 

 The 15
th

 Finance Commission was constituted by the President under Article 280 of the Constitution on 

November 27, 2017.  

 The title of the report „Finance Commission in Covid Times‟, submitted to the President for the period 

2021-26, itself speaks of the onerous task it had in hand when the pandemic had significantly impacted the 

economy and shrunk the overall pie of resources.  

 The Fifteenth Finance Commission was additionally tasked with reviewing and commenting on the design 

of fiscal principles for various grants that are typically provided alongside revenue shares.  

 

Vertical Transfer 

 There is a structural vertical imbalance which necessitates orderly transfer of resources from the Union to 

the States.  

 This imbalance between revenues and expenditure responsibilities forms the basis of a fair vertical 

devolution.  

 The 15
th

 Finance Commission, in its final report, recommended this devolution to beat 41 percent. This will 

maintain the predictability and stability of resources, especially during the pandemic.  

o This vertical devolution is in line with the recommended share in our first report as well as with the 

devolution of the Finance Commission – XIV. 
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o As compared to FC-XIV, this Commission has only made the required adjustment of about 1 percent 

due to the changed status of the erstwhile State of Jammu and Kashmir into new UTs of Ladakh and 

J&K.  

 

Horizontal Distribution 

 Horizontal devolution of taxes is mainly driven by considerations of need, equity and performance of 

various states. 

 Considering various factors such as history, geography, economy, etc. of states, the 15
th

 Finance 

Commission has tried to harmonise the principles of expenditure needs, equity and performance in 

determining the criteria for horizontal sharing by 

broadly assigning appropriate weightages.  

 It may be noted that all Finance Commissions 

since the 6
th

 one, used the population data of the 

1971 Census as per their ToR, but 15
th

 Finance 

Commission was mandated by its ToR to use the 

population data of the most recent Census. 

 

Grants-in-aid 

 The Commission has recommended five different categories of grants: 

o Revenue deficit grants 

 The Commission has recommended an allocation of 1.92 percent of gross revenue receipts of 

the Union as revenue deficit grants to specific states.  

o Grants for local governments 

 The grants to local bodies, both rural and urban contain a mix of basic, tied as well as 

performance grants such as sanitation, solid waste management and ease of breathing in the 

metro cities.  

o Grants for disaster management 

 While assessing disaster management grants, the Commission recommended Mitigation 

Funds to be set up at both the national and State levels, in line with the provisions of the 

Disaster Management Act.  

 The Mitigation Fund should be used for those local level and community based interventions 

which reduce risks and promote environment friendly settlements and livelihood practices.  
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o Sector-specific grants 

 Under this category the Commission has also recommended performance based grants and 

incentives for sectors like health, education, agriculture, PMGSY roads, judiciary, statistics 

and aspirational districts and blocks.  

o State-specific grants 

 The Commission laid special focus on health sector while doing a detailed analysis of health 

expenditure and related facilities and infrastructure in various States.  

 

Defence Fund 

 The commission recalibrated the relative shares of Union and States 

in gross revenue receipts by reducing its grants component by 1 

percent.  

 This will enable the Union to set aside resources for the special 

funding mechanism that has been proposed in the report.  

 It has also recommended that the Union Government may constitute 

in the Public Account of India, a dedicated non-lapsable fund, 

Modernisation Fund for Defence and Internal Security.  

o The total indicative size of the proposed MFDIS over the 

period of 2021-26 is Rs. 2,38,354 crore. 

o This recommendation has been accepted by the government.  

 The principles of a non-lapsable fund has been accepted by the government – this is an important landmark 

considering that the defence forces have for long argued in favour of greater stability and predictability of 

finances for meeting their capital expenditure.  

 

Conclusion 

 Notwithstanding challenging times, the Commission believes that the distribution of resources between the 

Union and the States and for the third tier of government have been addressed in a manner which is fair, 

reasonable, rational and equitable. 

 In this sense, indeed, it represents a continuation of the legacy of trust – the trust which it has inherited from 

its very inception in a tentative way in 1949 with an unbroken record.  
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Towards Aatmanirbhar Bharat 
 

 Budget 2020-21 is a reformative budget 

towards a quantum leap into the future in 

the trying times of Covid-19 pandemic. 

 It carves out the Government‟s strategy to 

trigger a virtuous cycle of economic 

growth and envisions the constructive role 

of the private sector.  

 With assets monetization, it also spells the 

Government‟s considered commitment on 

infrastructure spending to create new assets, jobs and demands for 

core industry products so that their multiplier effect would help the 

economy as a whole.  

 The Budget further enhances the ease of doing business and assures 

more simplification of compliance and other process reforms to 

generate additional ease of living.  

 Also this budget which is the first ever paperless budget has many 

unique features including realistic revenue projection, no tax rates 

tweaking and transparent fiscal accounting.  

 The Budget persuades liberalization of FDI in insurance and 

rationalizes financial sector regulation.  

 To provide tax stability which is the mainstay to attract investment 

and thrust economic growth with demand, the Budget avoids 

tinkering of tax rates.  

 Without increasing any tax burden on the taxpayers, it introduces a 

cess, just by adjusting a few duties, to fund Agricultural 

Infrastructure and Development besides agriculture market reforms which are the need of the hour. 

  

 Besides making the income tax department a department-in-dialogue with taxpayers that listens, trusts, 

believes and handholds them with new 26AS, pre filled returns, quick refunds etc., the Government 

introduced the faceless system in assessment appeal and now even in dispute resolution.  
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o The aim was to establish a platform for Transparent Taxation – 

Honoring the Honest and 

thereby provide Faceless 

Assessment to all 

taxpayers, except in 

cases of serious frauds 

and money laundering, 

etc.  

o Also Faceless Appeal, 

launched on September 

25, 2020, provides a 

fully faceless procedure 

for appeals in tax dispute 

matters pending before 

the Commissioner 

(Appeals).  

 Similarly in Indirect Taxes, Customs and GST, various process reform leading to ease of compliance have 

been introduced like validated input tax statement, e-invoice system, NIL returns with SMS, quarterly return 

and monthly payment for small taxpayers, pre-filled editable GST return staggering of returns filing, 

enhancement of capacity of GSTN system, etc.  

 

 

 

Conditional Borrowings 

 

Introduction 

 An important component of the „Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan‟ packages was an increase in the net 

borrowing limit of States for 2020-21 by two per cent of GSDP. 

o The step made available additional financial resources to the tune of Rs. 4,27,302 crore to the States, 

easing their highly stressed fiscal situation and giving them more headroom to meet their spending 

needs.  

 Borrowing by States in India is guided by provisions of Article 293 of the Constitution.  
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o States are permitted to borrow 

within the territory of India against 

the security of the Consolidated 

Fund of the State, subject to the 

limit fixed by the Legislature of the 

State. 

o However, according to Article 293 

(3), if a State is yet to repay any 

central loan extended to the State 

by the Government of India or by 

its predecessor Government, it has 

to obtain consent of the 

Government of India before raising 

any such loan.  

o Based on the recommendations of 

the Finance Commission, the 

central government had fixed the 

net borrowing ceiling of States for 

the year 2020-21 at three per cent of GSDP. 

 Although the socio-economic situation had justified the raising of additional debt of two percent by the 

States, hedging for future debt sustainability was equally important.  

o Therefore to alleviate the ill-effects of the current additional borrowings, half of the additional 

borrowing permissions were used as an instrument to nudge the States to push reforms in various 

citizen-centric areas.  

 

Various reforms 

 After detailed deliberations, four areas were identified for undertaking the much-needed reforms 

implementation of : 

o One Nation One Ration Card‟ system 

o Reforms to promote ease of doing business,  

o Local bodies and public utilities reforms 

o Reforms in the power sector 
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 The Department of Food and Public Distribution (DFPD), Department of 

Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Ministry of Housing 

and Urban Affairs (MoHUA), and Ministry of Power (MoP) were 

respectively designated to certify completion of stipulated reforms and 

recommend grant of permission for additional borrowings from the bond 

market.  

 Each area was assigned equal weightage and an incentive of additional 

borrowing ceiling of 0.25 per cent of the GSDP was linked to completion 

of reforms in each sector.  

 Initial deadline to complete the reforms was December 31, 2020 for „One 

Nation One Ration Card‟ and „Ease of Doing Business‟ reforms, January 

15 2021 for „Urban Local Body/Public Utility Reforms‟ and January 

31,2021 for „Power Sector Reforms.‟  

 However to induce more States to tread the reform path, it was subsequently decided to consider a State 

eligible for reform-linked benefits.  

 Availability of a huge financial incentive of additional borrowings of Rs. 53, 413 crore in each sector made 

the reform path lucrative to the States, which were woefully short of resources with a dwindling tax 

collection, even as demand for expenditure was moving northwards. 
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Enabling the Social Sector 
 

 Budget is an instrument to convey not only the monetary allocations through fiscal provisions but it also 

reflects the national development priorities and growth strategies.  

 This year the Budget has emerged as a unique initiative to address several of these expectations.  

 

Health 

 Health and well being is the first pillar among the six pillars of this year‟s budget.  

 The PM Aatmanirbhar Swasth Bharat Yojana focuses on emergency response and preparedness with the 

objective of strengthening the health system.  

o The focus is not just on Covid-19 management but also on disease burden as a whole and addressing 

infrastructure deficit that 

one very often come 

across. 

 There is also a proposal to 

establish critical care hospitals 

and five regional branches of the 

National Centre for Disease 

Control (NCDS).  

 Digitalisation of the health sector 

especially an Integrated Health 

Information Portal (IHIP) for all states and Union Territories would assume importance.  

 The idea to merge Supplementary Nutrition Programme and Poshan Abhiyan and launch the Mission 

Poshan 2.0 focussin on 112 aspirational districts merits attention.  

 Jal Jeevan Mission got a jump of almost 35 percent this year in the budget allocation.  

 The budgetary allocations for Ayush Ministry and health research have gone up by 40 percent and 25 

percent respectively.  

 With allocation of Rs. 4000 crore for the National Medicinal Plants Board (NMPB), Budget has given clear 

indication for backward integration projects dealing with medicinal and aromatic plants.  

 However health system crucially depends on strengthening national institutions catering to detection and 

cure. It is important to evolve mechanisms for better coordination among various agencies.  
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Education 

 The Budget has also announced partnership with NGOs and private sectors for setting up of 100 Sainik 

Schools in different States.  

 Similarly, in the tribal areas 750 Eklavya Model Residential Schools are to be set up at a cost of Rs. 38 

crore. 

 The National post metric scholarship scheme for students from scheduled caste till 2025-26 is a significant 

step.  

 Schemes like the National Digital Educational Architecture and the National Initiative for School Heads and 

Teachers for Holistic Advancement (NISHTHA) are actually gearing up the system towards what is 

enshrined in the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4; from quantitative to qualitative education.  

 These programmes have been given sufficient funding for such a transition. Usage of technology in schools 

and in their administration would strengthen the prospects for effective implementation of new education 

policy.  

 The Finance Minister has also reemphasized the commitment of the government to establish a Higher 

Education Commission (HEC) with four verticals, which would undertake standard setting, accreditation, 

regulation and the funding of higher educational institutions.  
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Strengthening the Agriculture Sector 
 

 In pursuance to its commitment for doubling the farmers‟ income by 2022, Government of India rolled out 

its budget for fiscal 2021-22 with welfare of farms and farmers at the core. 

 

MSP, Mandis and Markets 

 The MSP regime has undergone a change to 

assure price that is at least 1.5 times the cost of 

production across  all commodities.  

 Amid many speculations on future of 

Agriculture Produce Market Committee 

(APMC) mandis, Government signaled its 

intention by announcing „the agriculture 

infrastructure fund would also be made available 

to APMCs for augmenting their infrastructure 

facilities.  

o This fund will help creation of agri-infrastructure mainly to support farm-gate processing and post 

harvest facilities to reduce farm-to-farm wastage.  

 Provision of the Agricultural Infrastructure Development Cess of Rs. 2.5 per litre on petrol and Rs. 4.0 on 

diesel will further add to the kitty to meet 

development targets.  

 To facilitate and extend the benefits of online 

trading to farmers, it is proposed to integrate 1,000 

more mandis with e-NAM, the electronic National 

Agricultural Market of India.  

 To provide support to farmers when prices of agri-

produce is low in the market, the FM proposed to 

enlarge scope of „Operation Greens‟ scheme.  

o Currently, the scheme is applicable to tomatoes, onions and potatoes (TOP) only, but now 22 

perishable products will also be brought under its ambit.  

 

Credits, Corpus and Caring 
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 The Government has enhanced the agricultural credit 

target to Rs. 16.5 lakh crore in the proposed budget.  

 Early this year, the PM launched a unique scheme, 

the Survey of Villages and Mapping with 

Improvised Technology in Village Areas 

(SVAMITVA) to provide a record of right to 

property.  

o This scheme lets villagers use their property 

as a financial asset for taking institutional 

loans and other financial benefits.  

 

Financing Fisheries and Allied Sectors 

 In the present budget, Animal Husbandry and 

Dairying sector has been allocated a sum of Rs. 

3,289 crore, which is 18 per cent increase as against the revised budget estimate for 2019-20. 

 India is the second largest fish producing country in the world with 7.58 per cent share in global production. 

 This sector sustains income of over 28 million people, 

majority of which belong to marginalized and 

vulnerable communities.  

 Apart from marine fisheries, inland fishing harbour 

and fish landing centres will also be developed along 

the banks of major rivers and waterways.  

 Seaweeds farming is a sunrise sector with potential to 

transform lives of coastal communities.  

 Earlier India was not very keen to cultivate seaweeds 

though it is bestowed with a coastline of more than 

7500 km and over 800 species of seaweeds.  

o But now its economical potential is recognized 

as a renewable source of food, energy, 

chemicals and most importantly as source of 

medicines.  
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o Given the rising global demand for seaweed-derived products, the Government intends to support 

seaweed cultivation by proposing to establish a Multipurpose Seaweed Park in Tamil Nadu.  

 It will provide large scale employment and additional incomes. 

 

Conclusion 

 Overall, budget provisions for agriculture and allied sectors are set to energise the sector with substantial 

investments in building agricultural infrastructure. 

 In addition to this, the money in the hands of farmers through the MSP regime will keep the momentum 

seen during the Covid times going in agriculture. 

 Covering allied sectors and important thematic areas will surely work towards inspirational agenda of the 

Government.  

 Through this budget, the Government is also eyeing a paradigm shift in agriculture, „from a rural livelihood 

sector to a modern business enterprise‟.  

 

 

 

Budget for Infrastructure 
 

 The Union Budget 2021-22 has a welcome focus on 

infrastructure, being part of one of the six pillars – Physical and 

Financial Capital, and Infrastructure. 

 The capital allocation has gone up by over a third of the previous 

year‟s allocation to Rs. 5.5 lakh crore in keeping up with the 

plans of the National Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP). 

o The NIP envisages a capital spend of over Rs. 100 lakh 

crore over six year period, 2019-20 to 2024-25, with 39 

per cent to come from the Centre, that is about 40 lakh 

crore.  

 

Road Sector 

 The maximum allocation if for the Roads sector (Rs. 1,18,101 

crore) where over the years the framework for effective investments have improved.  
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 Further the government is in a position to monetize significant road 

assets of the National Highways Authority of India (NHAI), where 

there is now a clear assessment of toll revenues.  

 The e-tolling (FASTag) is finally falling into place saving 

significant waits at toll booths.  

  

 

Railway Sector 

 Rs. 1,07,100 crore is allocated for this sector.  

 Investments in Railways are driven both by capacity creation and 

customer centricity. 

o Capacity creation is the easier one, though 

affected by land acquisition, and some 

instances environmental clearance.  

o The Dedicated Freight Corridor and the 

Bullet Train, have been delayed on account 

of land acquisition.  

o The challenge in customer centricity is to be 

able to leverage PPPs with appropriate 

policy reforms.  

 A recent initiative attracting private play into 

passenger train operations presents an uncertain 

picture of its attractiveness.  

 The recently launched draft National Rail Plan (NRP) 

visualize not only arresting the declining rail share of 

traffic, but reversing it, in the interest of climate 

impact and energy sufficiency.  

 In the freight segment, increasing the rail share from 

the current under 30 per cent to at least 45 percent by 

2050 is envisaged.  

 In the container train operator segment, the 
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privatization of CONCOR is on the anvil, to creating a level playing field.  

 

Urban Transport 

 Urban transport has been given a strong focus, not 

only with allocations for extension of metro lines in 

major cities, but also for Metrolite and Metroneo 

projects and for bus transportation.  

 With these technologies India will have a full range of 

mass transit technologies,  

 

Telecom sector 

 Here 9000 crore have been allocated to complete the 

Bharat Net project, which envisages broadband 

connectivity to all the gram panchayats of the country.  

 There is also an allocation of Defence Ministry for improving their network and equipment which will 

enable vacating their spectrum for potential commercial use.  

 

Electricity 

 Amount of Rs. 3 lakh crore is allocated for this sector to enable better performance at the Discoms level.  

 

Agri-Infrastructure 

 Allocation for Agri infrastructure sector includes a cess that is being levied on fuel. While it will not affect 

the price of fuel to the end customer, a price which already includes more than half towards taxes and 

duties, it raises a Centre vs State issue as cesses are not sharable with states.  

 

Other aspects 

 A new infrastructural Developmental Financial Institution (DFI) is being setup with an allocation of Rs. 

20,000 crore. 

 The government has also set up a „bad bank‟ including an Asset Reconstruction Company (ARC) and an 

Asset Management Company for taking care of non-performing assets.  

o This is a much required step especially since infrastructure assets are one of the primary causes of 

non-performing assets.  
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 Strategic disinvestment and asset monetization have received significant attention in the budget, not only as 

a means to raise revenues for government but also to bring in private sector efficiency.  

 

Conclusion 

 Overall, the budget has moved in the direction of not only recognizing the importance of infrastructure for 

the much-needed economic growth at a national level, but also being more realistic of the requirements of 

wise and effective spending on infrastructure.  

 However, real outcomes can further be realized only by attention to detail and capacity for implementation.  

 

 

Flattening the Climate Curve 
 

 As the government puts together a new compact for enhanced actions, it is critical to ensure that it is 

comprehensive, balanced, equitable, and pragmatic.  

 Therefore, it is imperative for our policymakers to leverage this phase of reconstruction and recovery by 

keeping sustainable development strategy.  

 In other words, there is a pressing need to align both climate and economic policies to the extent possible.  

 

Nationally Determined Contribution 

 In its Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC), India has committed to following a low carbon path to 

progress.  

 It has sought to reduce the emissions intensity of its GDP by 33 to 35 per cent below 2005 levels by the year 

2030; achieve 40 per cent of cumulative electric power-installed capacity from non-fossil fuel sources by 

2030; and enhance forest and tree cover to create additional carbon sink equivalent to 2.5 to 3 billion tons of 

carbon dioxide by 2030.  

 Clearly, finance is a critical enabler of India‟s climate change action. It has to make judicious use of its 

scarce resources to satisfy competing demands.  

 

Budget Provisions 

 The Union Budget 2021-22 captured this spirit in a number of provisions. It laid adequate emphasis on all 

the three pillars of sustainable development, namely, economic, social and environmental.  
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Way Forward: 

 It is necessary to put in place a mechanism to identify gaps and measure progress of the nation‟s climate 

action by building a credible monitoring and reporting system. This will help in optimal utilization of funds 

and unlocking of investments at the transformational scales needed.  

 There is a need to develop a “Climate Budget Tagging” tool. This will help in identifying, classifying, 

weighing and marking climate relevant expenditures in the fiscal budget. Tagging budgetary outlays as 

“green” will make it easier for the government to track and review the policy implementation.  

 By incorporating a detailed account of social, economic, environmental, and administrative impact in every 

legislative proposal, the negative externalities certain polices can be minimized. This will not only promote 

transparent and democratic law-making in the country, but also allow citizens to understand and debate 

trade-offs created by such laws even before they are formalized.  

 

Conclusions 

 The government has signaled its approach to combat climate change by proposing a number of initiatives in 

the Union Budget 2021-22. 

 An renewed focus on clean energy, disaster-resilient infrastructure, water conservation and preservation, 

electric mobility, and planned afforestation are a few of them.  

 It is time all stakeholders came together to fight climate change in an integrated, comprehensive, and 

holistic way.  


